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ABSTRACT 
We investigate properties of the generalized Hermite [ H,$):{: +(X,,,]; Brr,)] and 
Laguerre [ Lzfi]l: $( X[,,]; B,,$] polynomials in <i fn X vn symmetric matrix arguments 
X ,,..., X,, (=X [VI Iand r VVL x )n constant matrices B,, , B, (= Br,.$ and with 9 
parameters u 1, , u,, (= u[,,,) (q < t-1, and consider their applications in multivari- 
ate distribution theory. The results extend those for the case of one symmetric matrix 
argument obtained by Chikuse. We derive the generalized multivariate Rodrigues 
formula (a differential equation) for the polynomial H,${,+, with respect to the 
associated joint multiple symmetric matrix-variate normal p.d.f., and the generalized 
multivariate differential operator, i.e., the invariant polynomial in the multiple matri- 
ces of differential operators, which plays the role of the ordinary differential. The 
generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula and the associated polynomials H,$‘:j: + 
are utilized to present the general form of the series (Edgeworth) expansion for a 
distribution of multiple symmetric random matrices and then give a simple example. 
Alternative forms of differential equations are derived for the polynomial L’ip]1: +. 
Series expansions and recurrence relationships (or some related results) are obtained 
for the polynomials H$], + and Ltfi]1: +. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate properties of the generalized Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials in multiple symmetric matrix arguments and consider 
their applications in multivariate distribution theory. The results obtained in 
this paper extend those for the case of one symmetric matrix argument due to 
Chikuse [3]. The generalized Laguerre polynomials L~~~]:,(XI,l; B,,,), in 4 
vn X m symmetric matrix arguments X,, , X,, (= X,,,) and r m X m 
constant matrices B,, . . . , B, (= B,,,) and with 9 parameters u,, . , u,, 
(= ZL,~,J (y =G r), have been defined and discussed by Chikuse and Davis [4]. 
The generalized Hermite polynomials H,${: ,+( X,(,,; B,,,) is obtained as a limit 
(as all uj’s approach m) of L:$i; +(XIcIl; Brrl). Here, K[T] = (K,, . , K,), 
where each ~~ is an ordered partition of an integer kj into =G m parts, this 
being denoted by ~~ F k., i.e., ~~ = (kj,, . , k,,,,), k,, 2 1.. > k,,,, > 0, 
Cy= ,kjl = kj, and the [2kj/index th‘ . e irre ULI d a’bl e representations of Gl(m, R), 
the real linear group of m X m real nonsingular matrices. The representation 
['+I, 4~ kf= EJ=,kj, occurs in the decomposition of the Kronecker prod- 
UCt @;= , [2 Kj] in o t a direct sum of irreducible representations of Gl(m, R). 
The notation is related to the definition, via the group representation theory, 
of zonal polynomials and invariant polynomials in multiple matrix arguments. 
These polynomials are useful and play important roles throughout this paper; 
a brief discussion, together with some related results, is given in Section 2. 
We consider the polynomials H$]‘; 4(XI,1; B,,,) and L’tp{: 4(Xt,1; B,,]) in 
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
The Hermite polynomials H,$ 1; ,+( XLol; Br,.$ are the orthogonal polynomi- 
als associated with the joint distribution of 4 independent m X m symmetric 
matrix-variate standard normal distributions N,,, ,,,(O, Z ), whose probability 
density function (p.d.f.) is given by q 
N,,,,,,(O, I) and th 
(“‘)(X, ,)) in (3.7) below. The distribution 
e associated Hermite polynomials H,““‘(X) in one symmet- 
ric matrix argument X have been defined and discussed by Chikuse [3]. The 
polynomials H,$]: +(X,, ]; B frl ) extend H,““)(X). There seems to exist little 
literature even on the rstribution N,,,,,,(O, Z) and the associated polynomials d. 
HK(“)( X) for the case of one matrix. We just note that Hayakawa and Kikuchi 
[14] derived the moments of functions of traces of X when X is N,,,,,,(O, Z ). 
The main purpose of our study of the polynomials H,(;‘ji: + in this paper is 
to obtain the generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula (a differential 
equation) for the polynomial H$: +(X,, ]; B,,,). It is presented with respect 
to the associating p.d.f. q (“‘)(X, ,)) and t h e generalized multivariate differen- 
tial operator, i.e., the invariant polynomial in the multiple matrices of 
differential operators, which plays the role of the ordinary differential. The 
generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula and the associated polynomials 
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H,$: + are of great use in asymptotic multivariate distribution theory for 
matrix variates. The general form of the series (Edgeworth) expansion for a 
distribution of multiple symmetric random matrices is given (with the initial 
approximating joint standard normal distribution and in terms of the polyno- 
mials H$!] +). As an illustration, we derive in Section 5 an asymptotic 
(Edgewoithj expansio,r for the distribution of the sum of noncentral scale 
mixtures of iV,,,,,,(O, I) matrix variates. 
The Laguerre polynomials Lz$\;4(Xt,1; B,,,) are the orthogonal polyno- 
mials associated with the joint distribution 9 of i.i.d. Wishart distributions. 
The polynomials Lzpr!, + (Xt(,t; Bt,$ extend the Laguerre polynomials with 
matrix arguments previously defined, including Herz’s [ 151 and Constantine’s 
[7] with 9 = r = 1 and B, = I, Khatri’s [19] with 9 = r = 1, Davis’s [8] with 
9 < r = 2 and Bj = I, j = 1, . , 9, and Chikuse’s [l] with Ri = I, j = 
1,. ,9. These Laguerre polynomials have been utilized to express multivari- 
ate distributions in series expansions; see the above-cited articles and e.g. 
Shah [22] and Chikuse and Davis [4]. We present alternative differential 
equations for the polynomials L’iprj; @(XI,,; B,,,), which may not be said to be 
multivariate extensions of the Rodrigues formula for classical orthogonal 
polynomials in a one-dimensional variable, but may be of some importance. 
Series expansions and recurrence relationships (or related results) are also 
obtained for the polynomials H,$!;, 4 and Lz[[‘r{: b. 
It is noted that the Hermite and Laguerre polynomials in a one-dimen- 
sional variable, known as classical orthogonal polynomials, have been thor- 
oughly studied (see e.g., Erdelyi [12] and SzegS [23]). Those in several 
variables have been also discussed, e.g., by Erdelyi [12] and McCullagh [20]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. Zonal Polynomials and Invariant Polynomials in Multiple Matrices 
Definition by the Group Representation Theory. The zonal polynomials 
C,(X) arise mathematically as zonal spherical functions on the space of 
m X m real positive definite matrices X, which may be regarded as the 
quotient space Gl( nz, R)/O(m), where O(m) is the orthogonal group of 
m X m orthonormal matrices. Let P,(X) be the vector space of homoge- 
neous polynomia!s of degree k in the elements of an m X m symmetric 
matrix X. Then, under the representation of Gl( m, R) in P,( X> generated by 
the congruence transformation X + LXL’, L E Gl(m, R), the space P,(X) 
decomposes into the direct sum of uniquely defined irreducible invariant 
subspaces (James [ 171) 
P,(X) = @ T;(X), 
K 
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where K ranges over all ordered partitions of k into < m parts, this being 
denoted by K F- k. The restriction of the representation to z”,(X) is the 
irreducible representation of Gi(m, R) indexed by [2~], and 2;=(X) contains 
a one-dimensional subspace, invariant under the restriction to O(m), which is 
generated by (suitably normalized) C,(X). The polynomial (tr X)” then has a 
unique decomposition (tr X)‘i = C,C,( X), where K ranges over all K F k. 
The polynomials C,( X ), K F k = 0, 1, . , constitute a basis of the space of 
all homogeneous symmetric polynomials in the latent roots of X. See James 
[16, 171 and Constantine [6] for a detailed discussion of the polynomials 
C,(X) in multivariate distribution theory. 
A class of invariant polynomials C,““‘(Xt,.,) generalizing C,(X) to any 
number r of m X m symmetric matrices X1,, = (X,, . . . , X,) has been 
defined by Davis [9] in the case r = 2, and extended to r > 2 by Chikuse [l]. 
The vector space Pkrrl(XtT,) of h 
elements of Xj, j = 1,. . . , r, 
omogeneous polynomials of degree kj in the 
respectively, is written as the Kronecker 
product 
where K[?-] = (K,, ., K,). (2.1) 
Under the representation of Gl( m, R) in this space generated by the simulta- 
neous congruence transformations Xj + LXj L’, j = 1, , T, L E Gl( m, R), 
the restriction to the product space in braces in (2.1) is the Kronecker 
product B~‘= i[2 ~~1, which may furthermore be decomposed into a direct sum 
of irreducible representations of Gl( m, R) indexed by partitions Q, F 2f, 
f = IL= Ikj. Thus, we may write 
The subspaces @ = 24, where 4 F f, contain a one-dimensional sub- 
space generated by a polynomial invariant under the simultaneous transfor- 
mations Xi -+ HXjH’, j = l,..., r, H E O(m). It should be noted that [2 41 
may occur with multiplicity greater than one for a given K[ r-1, but the direct 
sum of equivalent subspaces 
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is uniquely defined, and that we construct a basis {C,$‘]( X,,,), 4’ = 4) for 
the subspace of invariant polynomials in %$trI which is “orthogonal” in a 
certain sense. Any such basis (suitably normalized) has the fundamental 
property 
where dH denotes the normalized invariant measure (jo(,,,) dH = 1) on 
O(m), and the sum on the right-hand side (r.h.s.1 ranges over the representa- 
tions [2 +] in the decomposition of @,,r= ,[2 ~~1. The appropriate multiplicity of 
4 is implied by th e notation (2.21, but in other situations it may need to be 
indicated explicitly, e.g., by C,, _ +. We have the following corollary to (2.2): 
clH = co” 
C,“‘Y A,,,)q!“( Xp,) 
rI;= ,kj!C$( I) ’ (2.3) 
drl: $J 
where etr(A) = exp(tr A), and the sum on the r.h.s. denotes 
q.... k,=OCK,rI: 4E K,Tl. For a given k[r], the C$[‘l(Xt,l) are expressed as 
linear combinations of the distinct products of traces, (tr X;lXil *.* 
XF~X~IX,~J ... )J’l(tr XflX$A ... X/‘lXkl~ ... )I’? ... , of total degree k, in Xj, 
j=l 1 > r, respectively. See e.g. Davis [S-11], Chikuse [l-3], Chikuse and 
Davis [4, 51, Hayakawa [13], and Phillips [21] for a detailed discussion and 
applications of the class of invariant polynomials C,“trl(Xt.,) in multivariate 
distribution theory. 
Useful Properties. We shall give some results which will be utilized in 
later sections. 
Multinomial expansion: 
(2.4) 
(see Chikuse [l, (3.16)]), where 
(jar1 = C$“( z,,,) 
4 C,(Z) . (2.5) 
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Furthermore, 
cp’Txrl( I, Xl, I, x,, . . , I, X,) = C$,( I) c 
,y. cXr1: dqry x,,,) 
sta[rl C,(I) 
(2fd 
(see Chikuse and Davis [4, (2.5)]) for suitable coefficients CY*; and 
C$“( X> . . > X> A,,,+ I. i-] ) = C C p;P$?C,".*~ Q’/+ I,“( X, A,,,+ ,, r,) 
u**frK[c/1 $‘=dJ 
(2.7) 
(see [4, (2.6)]) for suitable coefficients P, where u* denotes the partition cr 
ignoring multiplicity, ~[9 + 1, T-] = (Kc,+ I, . . , K,.), and A[9 + 1, r] = 
(A c,+ l>. . 1 A,); in particular, fl,$r$? = S,, 4 S4, 4,0$‘1 for 9 = r, 6 being 
Kronecker’s delta. Finally, 
C;[‘]( X,,,A) = c ,$rl: @‘C$*, +I( A, X,,,) (2.8) 
rrE +*.I$* 
(see [4, (2.10)]) for suitable coefficients 4. From (2.8) and (2.7), we have 
C,( X”) = c v~, +C,( X), for suitable coefficients 77. (2.9) 
l$E K’K 
Extended binomial coeflicients b are defined by 
c?‘( X,,])W1( $1) = c [ b&&,&,]C,““‘( x,,,) 
drl; 4 
(K,EA~;u,,j=l....,r) 
(2.10) 
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and 
C~I’.~)[‘~l,K[‘~+‘.~l(X,, x,, x,, x,, , x,,, x,,> +,+ ,.,l) 
= c . . . c c jj~~;,&/&y/+$~~l~ +C;,*hl. dv+ ‘. ‘l( x,,,) (2.11) 
Ki+EPI.~I K,; E p,;v,, 6) - 4 
(see [4, (2.8)]) for suitable coefficients fi. 
Laplace transform: 
/ x> 0 
etr( -2X) IXI”p”C,“rrI(A,XA;, A[,,,,) ClX 
= r,,,(a, K,)IZI~“C,““~( A,Z-‘A;, AL,,,]) (2.12) 
(see [l, (3.23)]), where the integration is over the space of m X vi positive 
definite matrices, p = (m + 1)/2, and 
rt,da7 K) = r,,,(a)(a)K, (2.13) 
with r,,j(a) = r drll I)/4 
1)/2), for K = UC,, . . . , 
n;l= ,I’b - (j - O/2), and (a), = n& ,(a - (j - 
k,,,) and (a), = a(a + 1) **a (a + k - 1). 
Gekeralized binomial coefficients a are defined by 
Ccp(( 1 + O,l, x,,+ I. ,-I) 
Cd 1) 
c c 
aK[rl: dJ 
p[y], K[q+ 1. i-1: (T 
~P~‘/l~~l~/+‘.~l(~~~l) 
w = 
P[41 aEP[ql.K[q+ 1. r-1 C,(l) 
c&J,+r,=o ,..., k,) 
(2.14), 
LEMMA 2.1. The following relationship holds: For 4 E K[T] and v E 
A[q]. ~[q + 1, r-1, with ~~ F k,, hi E lj<lj < kj), j = 1,. . , q, 
cc c ( _ p=Iq+‘r)a”[‘]:dl p[ql. K[q+ 1, rl: 0 p[y]. K[c/+ I, t-1: caA[ql, lr[y+ I. f-1: ” 
Ii< r,< kj P[41 uEP[yl~K[q+ 1, rl 
j= I,..., q (p,+r,) 
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Proof. Since we have 
c;“Y x,r,) = cP(v - (1 - X>h,l, x,,+,,.,) 
c#A 1) C,(Z) 
= c c 
d4 1 EP[~/l~K[‘/f 1. r-1 
(pikr,=O,.. ,k.,) 
X c c 
A\[f/l vt h[ql.fr[y + 1, t-1 
(h,kli=o~. , r$ 
comparing the terms yields the required result. n 
The following lemma extends Davis [8, (6.19)]. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
fi ,I - ~,(-“~C,“[‘l ((w - W’)[,]> x,‘l+l.rl) = I? - sj ! 
j=l j=l (“j>~ 
I 
X c 
h[ql 
(Aj~_l,=",.....") 
(2.16) 
Proof. The Laplace transform (2.12) gives the 1.h.s. of (2.16) as 
XIRjI uJ-‘C~rrl(( XR)I,I, XL<,+1, r]) I$ dRj. (2.17) 
j=l 
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) is given by the coefficient of 
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from (2.14), 
we have 
(2.18) 
Substituting Aryl = (XR),, , A[, + ,, rl = X,,, ,. rl in (2.18) and then utilizing 
the Laplace transform (2.12 3 J in 2.17) yields the required result. w 
It is readily seen that putting 9 = r = 1 in (2.16) gives Davis [8, (6.19)] 
with A = 2. 
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2.2. Taylor’s Expansions for Multiple Symmetric Matrices 
Let us define the matrix dX of differential operators for a symmetric 
matrix X [ = ( xj,)], 
(2.19) 
The following lemma gives Taylor’s expansions for functions of multiple 
symmetric matrices. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf h(R,,,) is an analytic function of m X m symmetric 
matrices R,, . . . , R,, then we can write 
h(( u + R)[,]) = etr (2.20) 
= ho” O;rrlC;rrl(( R aU),,,)h(U,,,) fi kj! , (2.21) 
drl: 4 I 
j=l 
and hence 
h( R,,,) = %= ~~“lC$[‘l(( R au),,,)h(u~,,)l,~,_,,,~, 
drl: $ I 
jfil ‘j! . (2.22) 
Proof. Utilizing (2.3) leads to (2.21). n 
3. GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS IN MULTIPLE 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX ARGUMENTS 
3.1. Series (Edgeworth) Expansions for Multiple Symmetric 
Random Matrices 
Let X,,..., X, (= X,,,) be m X m symmetric random matrices, whose 
joint p.d.f. f( X,,,), with respect to the Lebesgue measure nJ=, c”Xj with 
dXj = FI I< / < )I < ,)n dxj-l;), Xj = (~$;i’)> is invariant under the simultaneous 
transform&k. Xi + HXj H ‘, j = 1, , r, H E O(m). Let us express 
f(X,,,) as a series expansion with the initial approximating p.d.f. fo(Xr,$ 
which is also invariant. We assume that all the cumulants, as defined below, 
of f(X,,,) and of f&X,,,) exist. We write the characteristic function (c.f.) of 
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_fcq.]> as @fq,,), f or m X m symmetric matrices T,, , T,: 
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= exp C,x~,,,.~C~[rl(iT,,l) (3.1) 
drl: dJ 
where the integration with respect to Xj is over the space of m X m 
symmetric matrices, j = 1,. . , r, and the ZKtrI: 4 are the cumulants of 
f(X,,,) with respect to C, “t’](X,,l) in the sense mentioned above. Then, by 
the standard method, we can write 
where the ~,t,~ + are functions of the cumulants of f(X,,,) and of f,,(X,,,>. 
Now, let _9iXtrI) be any polynomial in XL,.] that is invariant, and dXj the 
matrix of differential operators defined by (2.19). Then, utilizing the inversion 
formula and noting that 
(3.3) 
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Substituting (3.2) and utilizing (3.4, 
K[T], 4, we obtain 
with k@(X,,,) = C,Ktrl(XLyI) for each 
+ Cl” %,r,: +( a,,,) ‘/ ... /c,Ky’q.]) 
drl; $J 
X etr -i 2 Xj?; Qf,l(TLrl) fidT, i I j=l j=l I fikj!C,(Z) j=l 
= 
[ 
1+ I*” %[r]: r#&p( - dX[,]) 
rI;= ,kj!C9( I) I fo(X[rJ (3.6) drl; 4 
In general, Q zt,.I; ,+(X,,,) = [C,Kt’](- aX,,,)f,,(X,,l)l/f,,(X~,l) may not be a 
polynomial in X,,,. We shall show in Section 3.2 that, when f,JX,,,) is the 
joint p.d.f. of r independent m X m symmetric matrix-variate standard 
normal distributions, the functions QKt,.]; +,(X,,,) are polynomials, i.e., the 
Hermite polynomials in multiple symmetric matrix arguments. The series 
(3.6) will then give the Edgeworth expansion of f(X,,,). 
3.2. Definition of Generalized Her-mite Polynomials 
Th e generalized Her-mite polynomials H,$!j. ,,,(X[,,; Br,.$ in q m X m 
symmetric matrix arguments XIcI1 (= X,, , x‘,,) and r m X m constant 
matrices B,,, (= B,, , B,) (q < r) are the orthogonal polynomials associ- 
ated with the joint distribution of q independent m X m symmetric matrix- 
variate standard normal distributions N,,,,,,(O, I). Hence, the associating joint 
p.d.f. is 
(3.7) 
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where p(“‘)( X) = [2”‘(“‘-1)‘4/(2~)“‘(“‘+ ‘)/4] etr(-X2/2) is the p.d.f. of the 
distribution N,,,,,,(O, I). The generating function (g.f.1 is 
The polynomials H,$i: +(X,, ,; B,,,) are 
/ 
defined as limits of the general- 
ized Laguerre polynomials LzI'(-j: +(XLr,l; I?,,,) which will be discussed in 
Section 4. Letting 
X, + u~/~X~ + u,Z and TJ -+ -uJ”“T,, 
and then 
U] + cx for j = l,...,q, 
the associated joint p.d.f. (4.2) and the gf. (4.3) for the polynomials Lik]I., 
become the corresponding joint p.d.f. (3.7) and g.f. (3.8), respectively, for the 
polynomials H,$':j; 4. We define 
H"") (Xrul; Br,.]) = ( - l)‘y=‘k’ JGrl. 5+ hm 14,+x 
j=I,...,f/ 
The above-defined limit properties are generalizations of James’s [18] argu- 
ment. 
Some of the discussions in the sequel are possible only for the special case 
9 = r- and B ,.] = It,.], due to some algebraic difficulties involved. We shall 
write H${.gtX,,,) to denote H$fT,(X,,.,; I[,]) for simplicity. 
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3.3. Generalized Multivariate Rodrigues Formula for H$j; K 
Multiplying by p”“‘( X,,,) on both sides of the g.f. (3.8) yields the 1.h.s. 
and the r.h.s. 
X etr ( i B;H’ZJHBj) dH [from (2.20)] 
j=q+l 
= c I ~;“l(~[r])q”l( -(B dxm,I> (~~')r,+l..l)cp(""( x,,,) 
0 
drl; 4 
rI;= ,kj!C$( Z) 
(3.11) 
from (2.3). Comparing the coefficients of C$r](T’r,.I) in (3.10) and (3.11) 
establishes 
THEOREM 3.1 (Generalized multivariate Rodrigues formula for 
H,$!j. +(X1 ,]’ B, ,N (1 r . 
= Cc$“( -( B =B’)[,I, (BB’)[,,+~r])cp(“‘)( X,,,). (3.12) 
We now expand on the statement made at the end of Section 3.1 in 
connection with the Edgeworth expansion. 
3.4. Various Properties of HK(;1:]; + 
Series Expansion for C,“I’]( dX,,,)H,$j; +(X,,,). Apply C>‘]< ax,,,) to 
both sides of the g.f. (3.8), with q = r and B,,, = It,]; we call the resulting 
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equation 8(XI,1; ‘Z’,,$. Then the r.h.s. of 8(XI,1; Z’[,]) is, in view of (3.31, 
(3.13) 
Utilizing (2.10) in (3.13), and then comparing the coefficients of C,“r’l(Tr,.l) in 
the result and in the 1.h.s. of 8(XI,1; TI,.$, we readily obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(3.14) 
where the coefjkients b are defined by (2.10). 
Series Expansion fir H$!]; +( Xtql; I’$,.$ in Terms of Invariant Polynomials 
and Vice Versa. The r.h.s. of the g.f. (3.8) is written as 
co” fic~,((B;'I",HBJ~') 
/ 
dql j= 1 
O( ,!I ) fi (-2)“92,! 
j=l 
.I 
n Sj! 
j=l 
n kj! 
j=q+ I 
(3.15) 
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In (3.15), we utilize (2.9), integrate over O(m), and then utilize (2.11). Then 
(3.15) becomes 
co” c c co” co” c 
K[T] qflEK*[9l.K[9+ I, rl @J’=@J u[yl a[91 P[9l(P,~~,-,. K,*EP,.T) 
x @c&J. UXYI. 49+1.,r1: Q 
K*[9].K[q + 1. r1:+ fI %,, P, 
j= I 
X 
C$“. ~)[41. 49 + 1. rl (( BB’, BXB’)[,,l,( BB’)[,+,~,l)C~:[‘]~“[“+‘~‘l(T,,l) 
n,7_,[( -2)~~~j!Sj!]n,;_,+,kj!cs( I) 
(3.16) 
The coefficient of C,“t’I(Z’t,,) in (3.16) yields 
THEOREM 3.3. 
f&i;‘:{; +( X[c,]; qr,) 
rl;= ,kj!C,#,( I) 
=ccc c P’ &Pi_ +M /I. 49+ I. rl: 4’ 
+‘=4J 491 p[yl a[91(KiEPivj, Pj~~~;a,) 
n;=P?a,.p, 
c;p, ~)[‘/I. XL’/+ 1. rl 
(( BB’, BXB’)I,,lT (Bq[c,+l.rl) 
X 
(3.17) 
We note in (3.17) that the term of the highest degree is C,Ktr1((Z3XB’)t, ], 
(ZQq,.L.I ) and that, when k, is even (odd), only the terms of even (odd) 
degrees in Xi appear, for j = 1,. , q, respectively. 
The series expansion of the invariant polynomial in terms of the Hermite 
polynomials seems to be obtainable only for the case q = T and B,,, = I,,]. 
We rewrite the g.f. (3.8), with q = r and B,,, = It,.], as 
whose 1.h.s. is 
. 
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Thus, a similar procedure leads to 
THEOREM 3.4. The series expansion of C,“rrl( X,,,)/{nJ_ , k,!C+(Z)) is 
given by the r.h.s. ~~~(3.17) with (2.6) substituted, where 2”) and H$‘]: .(X,,,) 
replace ( - 2jnj and CyIrl( X,,,), respectiueZy. 
Recurrence Relationships. We consider the special case q = r and B,,, 
= I,,,. For j fixed, letting <ltj d enote (0,. ,O, (l),O, 0,. ,O) [with the 
partition (1) at the jth position and 0 elsewhere], we apply C:,‘:f< - ax,,,) = 
C,,,(-a:,) to both sides of (3.12) for this case. Then, utilizing (3.12) 
repeatedly, the 1.h.s. becomes 
= -kjC+(z) C C 
K,E(I).O; TEK[rl(u,I) 
+ H,$j: +( X,,,) Hl;;“( Xj) q’““( X,,,), from (3.14), (3.18) 
and the r.h.s. becomes 
[from (2.10)] 
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where we define the notation K[T](~~) = K, * ... . K~_, . uj. K~+, . ... . K,. 
The equations (3.18) and (3.19) together, in view of H,:‘;“(X) = tr X, estab- 
lish 
THEOREM 3.5 (Recurrence relationships) 
forj = 1,. . . , r. (3.20) 
4. GENERALIZED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS IN MULTIPLE 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX ARGUMENTS 
4.1. Definition 
Chikuse and Davis [4] defined the generalized Laguerre polynomials in 
multiple matrices, 
x (etr( -~j)IRjI”‘A,,,(X,R,)) 
x CG3( BRB’h’,l ( BB’)[,, 1. J fi dzsj, (4.1) 
j=l 
where A,i is Herz’s [15] Bessel function of matrix argument. The polynomials 
L~~r\;d(X~,l; B,,.,) are the orthogonal polynomials associated with the joint 
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distribution of q independent Wishart distributions W,,,(2(uj + p), I/2) 
[p = (m + 1)/2], j = 1,. . . , q. H ence, the associating joint p.d.f. is 
where w,,(X) = [F,,I(~ + p)]-’ etr(--X)1X(“, with r,,,(u + y) defined in 
(2.13), is the p.d.f. of the distribution W,,,(~(ZC + p), I/2). The g.f. is 
= - t _XjByH’?;Hk3i(I - B;H’?;HBj)m’ 
j=l 
+ i 13;H’TjHBj 
j=q+ 1 1 
x,@l - Bj’H’TJHBjIp”l-“dH. (4.3) 
Some of the discussions in the sequel are possible only for the special case 
B[< 1 = $,I> due to some algebraic difficulties involved. We shall write 
Ltkj; +(X,,J to denote LzFj; +(XLC,/l; 1,,1, B,(,+ ,. rI), where (BB’Ir,,+ ,, II = 
X,, + 1, rl, for simplicity. 
4.2. Diferential Equations for Ltpl]l, + 
“[‘/I Let us find a differential operator gxrr,; + (dXrC,$, dX being defined by 
(2.191, such that 
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Multiply by ~+,/l(X~,,]) on both sides of the g.f. (4.31, with I$,] = I[,,] and 
(BB’),,.I,.] = X,,,/+I.r]. Then the resulting r.h.s. is 
X etr 
5 H’T,( Z - T,)-’ HXj dRI 
j= I 
XLC~,[~,I(RI~,I)IH,,,,=~,,,, etr k HXiH’?; &I 
i 
[from (2.20)1 
j=q+ 1 1 
= ?lZ - ql-” cc,” W”((W - w’)[~,]~~[~,.,.,]) 
u[rI; 7 
XC:rrl((XdRhv~, Xr,+,,.,) 
X 
~~~~,Il(R,vI)IH(,,,=x~,,l 
rI;= Isj!c,( Z) 
[from (2.3)]. (4.4) 
Utilizing (2.161, (4.4) is rewritten as 
co” ii(P)., c c 
( _ 1)9= I(;aK[rl: $J 
a[q], lr[q+ I. r]: 7 
drl: + j= 1 o[ql(u,,t,\~,=o ,..., k,) rGu[</l.K[‘~+l, rl ny=1c P)&(Z) 
X 
c:[yl~ K[“+‘? -( X dRh X[c,+l, ~l)~.~yl(R~ql)~~,~,,=x,,,,C~~rl(~~~l) 
“;= ,kj! 
(4.5) 
Thus, the coefficient of C $rl(T,,]>/{nJ=, k,!C,( I)} in (4.5) yields, in view of 
the series expansion (4.9) for the polynomial Lzi!{, 4, 
THEOREM 4.1 (A differential equation for Lz$]; +(X,,.,)). 
L~~j:6(X~,l)w,,[,,I(X~,,1) =L$$:,( -WR)dw,,&R >I [VI H[<,l =x 1’11 (4.6) 
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Next, we shall show an alternative differential equation for 
LZ$j: +(XluI; B,,,). Multiplying by w,,[<,l( X,,,,) on both sides of the gf. (4.3), 
and setting Wj = X,-l, j = 1, , <I, h,,(W > = [r,,,(u + 
p)]-‘etr(-W-‘)(W(-“I”, we have the resulting r.h.s. 
x etr [from (2.20)] 
X 
m= A,( 4)(,[,(,=,“,,,, 
rl;= , k,!C,( I) 
[from (2.3)]. (4.7) 
Thus, the coefficient of C,“[‘l(T,,,)/{nJ= ,k,!C,(Z)) in (4.7) yields 
THEOREM 4.2 (An alternative differential equation for E[I’!\: +,(X,(,,; B,,,>>. 
= fi S&j + 2P) 
j=l rm("j + PI 
4.3. Various Properties of Lzlj: ,+(I X,,, I; B, rl) 
series Expansion for L$($i: +, in Terms of C,“rrl and Vice Versa. The 
series expansion for Lzri]k +b( XL<,,; B,,,) in terms of the invariant polynomials 
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was given by Chikuse and Davis [4, (2.13)]. For the special case B1,l = Z,,,, it 
is 
fpj + PL,C,(Z) 
x c c ( - p= L’J 
P[qXP,+r,=o ,.... k,) c-P[c/l.K[‘f+ 1, r] 
XaK[‘li 6 
q?]; 6( x,,,) = 
p[yl. K[‘/+ I. i-1: c7 
~P~‘/l.~~‘/+~.‘l(~,~~) 
c7 
nj’=l(“j + P)p,c~(z) 
(4.9) 
Let us write (4.9) as ZYifi]: +(X1,]) = Yrr[“l(Cz[“l. K(4+ ‘. ‘I( X,,,)). 
THEOREM 4.3. 
(i) Let {V,rr,Q+) and {WKr,.l;J be two sequences. Then either of the 
following relationships implies the other: 
V,[,],@ =~[~‘l(w,[,].K[,+l.~l.u)~ (4.10.1) 
W Qrl; Q = ~[vp[<,], K[</ + 1. r]:o 1. (4.10.2) 
(ii> Utilizing (i), we obtain 
c,“y x,,,) = y’rq qg], K[C, + 1. r]; fJ GM). (4.11) 
Proof. If (4.10.1) is true, the r.h.s. of (4.10.21, with (4.10.1) substituted 
and in view of (2.151, becomes WKr rl. +. n 
A Limit Property of L’ibB +( XLyl; I$,.]). It can easily be proved that 
= C;‘% B(Z - X)%,I, ( BB’)I<,+I,.I). (4.12) 
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An Alternative 6. F. for L’:[I’/]l: +( X,,,). We show that 
etr 
i I 
5 Zj Co” ( - l)‘y= “‘Cf[‘l( X,,,)C,“[‘l( Tr,]) 
j= 1 drl: + 
= 
rI&,[(Uj + &kj!]C,(Z) ’ (4.13) 
which extends Herz [15, (4.9)] for 4 = r = 1 and B, = I, and Davis [8, 
(6.14)] for ‘I = r = 2 and B, = B, = 1. 
From the Laplace transform (Chikuse and Davis [4, (2.12)]), the inverse 
Laplace transform of c:[;I-{: +( Xrrl) is given by 
X 
/ yP(Z,)> 0 
*‘* k,, 
‘I 
,>(,,2lJ [etr(xjzj) lzjl-“‘-“] 
x C;~‘l((B(z-Z-‘)B’)L,,],(BB’):,,+I.~’) fi “Zj, 
j=l 
(4.14) 
where the integration over Zj is taken over all m X m matrices Z. = A’(Z,> 
+ idZ,> for fixed positive definite 9(Zj> and AZ,> arbitrary rea i symmet- 
ric. Multiplying by etKEy= I?) on both sides of the equation 
- 5 Z,:‘H’7;H + ‘i BjBj’H’lJH dH 
j=l j=c/+ 1 I 
= c p C,“rr’(-(Z-‘)~y~,(BB’)[,,+~..~)C~[”(T171) 
0 l-I;= ,kj!C,$( Z) 
from (2.3)) 
drl; + 
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we have 
CC, 
C$‘l(( - z-')1+ ( ~~')[y+l,~l)C~['l(T[,]) 
drl; 4 
rI;= pt,!C,( I) 
= etr 5 ?; Co” 
i I qy -(z- ')I& ( BB’)Ic,+ 1. d)ccy'l(T[r]) j= I drl; 6 II;= ,$!C+( 1) 
(4.15) 
Multiplying by rI;!= lIZjl-“lPJ’ and taking the inverse Laplace transforms of 
both sides of (4.15) leads to the required result, in view of (4.14) and the 
inversion of the Laplace transform (2.12). 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Let us consider the sum of “noncentral” scale mixtures of mutually 
independent N,,, ,,, (0, I) symmetric m X m matrix variates Z,, , Z,_ 1, 
z=& ;g-,(zj+Mj)-ri’Mj, L J-1 j=l I (5.1) 
where (+, , . . .> fir-1 are positive random variables, independent of Zj, j = 
1,. . , r - 1, and M,, . . , M,_, are m X m symmetric constant matrices. 
We may be interested in the asymptotic behavior of Z around q = 1, 
j = l,..., r - 1, and we now derive an asymptotic (Edgeworth) expansion 
of z. 
From the inversion formula, the p.d.f. of Z is given by 
f(Z) = CL,,, E /h(S) etr [ (-G - iZT)cZT 
where 
+ ril (5 - l)M,.S 
j=l (r- 1)“2 I ’ 
1) (5.2) 
S = iT, 
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a 
)I, 
is given by (3.5), and the expectation is with respect to aj = 1, j = 
1 , . . . > r - 1. Expanding h(S), in view of (2.41, gives 
4s) = 5 c c 
f=O 4 K[Tl 
(dJe drl) 
uj - 1 1 
k ,+ 1 
-- 
;(r _ 1)‘/2 
(5.3) 
Utilizing (2.8) and (2.7), we have respectively 
and 
Now, the inversion formula gives an alternative form of the generalized 
multivariate Rodrigues formula (3.12): 
X$[a,,,etr(-$ -iXq)]fi1(5. 
(5.6) 
Thus, combining (5.2)-(5.5) and (5.6), with q = 1, B, = I, Bj = Mj’_/T 
(such that M ‘I’M li2’ = M ), j = 2, , r, yields an asymptotic expansion 
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for the p.d.f. of 2: 
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x p(“‘)( Z) I fi kj! j=l (5.7) 
The author would like to thank the referee j& many helpful comments, 
which led to an improvement in the presentation of this paper. 
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